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Taken by a Dragon - Felicity Heaton 2015-03-10
Possessed by a need to save a beautiful Amazon warrior from the vision he witnessed, Loke snatched her
from the midst of the battle between the Third and Fifth realm of the demons, and carried her to his home
deep in the black mountains of Hell to protect her. But as the fierce little female awakens, he finds she’s
anything but grateful, and his dragon instincts roar to life to warn she might be more to him than an
enemy—she might be his fated female. Anais remembers meeting a handsome warrior in the heat of battle,
a man who was her enemy but who looked at her with eyes that held dark heat and wicked promises. When
she wakes to find that same dragon shifter has taken her captive, desire is the last thing on her mind, but
escaping him to return to Archangel, the hunter organisation she works for, sounds less than appealing
when he reveals the reason he took her—to stop her from dying. Can Loke protect Anais from the dangers
of his realm and how far will he go to save her from the future he keeps witnessing? Can Anais resist the
fierce attraction that burns between them as hot as fire and stay true to Archangel or will her heart be
taken by the dragon? Taken by a Dragon is the seventh novel in the Eternal Mates Romance series. This
fated mates paranormal romance can be read out of order and features a dragon shifter hero determined to
save his mate--the demon-hunter heroine he abducted--a dark and dangerous realm, and lots of action and
adventure--and steamy scenes! All Eternal Mates world books have no cliffhangers, a guaranteed happily
ever after, some strong language and sexy times. Enjoy! If you like Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark,
Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica world, you won't be able to put down the
addictive Eternal Mates series of fated mate romances packed with dark elves, vampires, shifters, demons,
angels, witches and fae in a huge detailed world that will leave you breathless! Step into a passionate, lush,
and powerful paranormal romance series from a New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal
Romance Author of over 60 books... Paranormal Romance Books in the Eternal Mates Series Book 1: Kissed
by a Dark Prince Book 2: Claimed by a Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince Book 4: Hunted by
a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon Book 8:
Marked by an Assassin Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened by a Demoness Book 11:
Haunted by the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a Tiger Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger Book 14: Treasured
by a Tiger Book 15: Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a
Demon King Book 18: Scorched by Darkness Book 19: Inflamed by an Incubus Book 20: Craved by a Wolf
Book 21: Bewitched by a Vampire ... next book in the Eternal Mates paranormal romance series coming
soon! Keywords: paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal romance books for adults, fated mates,
fated mates romance, dragons, dragon shifter, shifter romance, abduction, kidnapping, demon hunters,
immortals, alpha hero, strong heroine, action, long series, adventure, no cliffhangers, guaranteed HEA,
happily ever after
Queen of the Underworld - Vivienne Savage 2020-08-22
They made a deal to conceive a child then go their separate ways.Falling in love wasn't part of the contract.
Centuries after siring a cub with the dragon-goddess Hel, Ares still can't get her off his mind. Every war has
been fought in her honor, every enemy slain in her name. When he's invited to the secluded hills of
northern California for prime hunting with his adult son, he's surprised to find the dragoness who got away
is already a guest. This time, she won't escape him. Hel doesn't need anyone, least of all the fire dragon
who fathered her only son. He's brash, crude, and.... he's absolutely delightful in bed. Resisting him should
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be easy, but he is the dragon-god of war, and there's never been a battle he couldn't win.
Dragon's Guard - Eva Chase 2020-05-29
The last of her kind. Four hot alpha mates. A legacy of bloodshed. When Ren Landis goes looking for
excitement on her 21st birthday, getting kidnapped is a little more than she bargained for. So is finding out
that shifters exist-and that she's one too. As the last of the dragon shifters, she's got a role to fulfill: Take
the alphas of the four shifter groups as her mates and unite all shifter kind. No pressure, right? Too bad
Ren's fate isn't as simple as getting it on with four scorching-hot guys. Someone is out for dragon shifter
blood, intent on finishing the massacre they started years ago. If Ren can't figure out how to kickstart her
buried powers, her life's about to go down in flames.
Claimed By the Shadow Dragon: Shadow Dragon Book 1 (Dragon Shifter Romance) - Mac Flynn
2021-07-06
Memories are important, as Elly well knows. All her memories before she was ten were lost to her, but she
finds comfort in the future in the arms of her handsome painter fiance, Alec. Happiness doesn't last forever,
however, and one night she visits him to find him troubled by something. He rebuffs her attempts to speak
with him, and with a spin of her heels she leaves him alone to brood. A single moment changes their
relationship, and he's taken away from her forever. Or so she thought. Elly's future has other plans than for
her to mourn. She has a new beginning, and that starts with being dragged into a fantastical world of
hidden inns, piggish men, and a pale stalker who has terrible plans for her. Her guardian in this new world
is Shade, a mysterious man with an even more mysterious employer. Together they learn to survive this
new world, and each other, and maybe, just maybe, her happily-ever after gets a second chance.
KEYWORDS: paranormal romance novels 18+, dragon wrath dragon marked, paranormal romance with
humor, paranormal romance comedy paranormal romance hea, paranormal romance series for adults adult
books, dragon shifter adventure fantasy romance mates, fantasy romance steamy dragon shifter romance
series, new adult, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, horror, free, free book, free ebook, ebook, free novel,
series, female protagonist, novel, alpha male, hero, fiction, women's fiction, racy, free romance novel,
seduction, sexy, sensual, contemporary, demon, werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, wolf, dark fantasy, vampire,
undead, immortal, ghost, witch, sorcery, dragons, epic, elf, god, dragon shifter romance, medieval
paranormal romance, dragon wife, dragin, magic
The Dragon's Weakness - Jessie Donovan 2021-06-10
Dragon-shifter leader of Clan StoneRiver, David Lee, has vowed to never take a mate. The previous five clan
leaders all lost their mates to tragedy, and he is determined to prevent any other female from sharing the
same fate. Even when he discovers his true mate is human, David tries his best to keep his distance to
protect her. But when he’s forced to be near Tiffany for a week, during an event to help orphaned dragonshifter children, the human becomes harder to resist. It’s going to take everything he has to keep her safe.
Tiffany Ford is thrilled to be selected to help with the orphaned dragon children. Even if the StoneRiver
clan leader is distant and borderline rude to her at first, she soon makes friends and enjoys herself. When
David sets her a surprising challenge to test her observation skills, she’s intrigued. And never one to back
down, she accepts, curious to discover more about the leader. As the days go by, Tiffany starts to realize
there is more to David than his aloofness, making her wonder if there could be something between them.
The only problem is that they both have doubts about each other. Will they be able to move past them
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before it’s too late? Or will a sudden enemy take away their chance at a happy future forever?
Dragon Academy - A K Thorne 2019-06-22
This academy's about to go up in flames.I'm Sorcha McMurphy. I thought magic didn't exist-- until I found a
stolen dragon hatchling, and got a letter of acceptance to a supernatural school for dragon riders.I'm
literally flown away to a college that teaches sword fighting, magic casting, and general ass-kicking. Here,
the dragon clans are at war and there's an evil that threatens to destroy the riders forever. They think I'm
the chosen one destined to save the clans, but I'm no hero. If only I could stop myself from loving the
cursed guy in my Dragon Keeping class long enough to save the world...Dragon Academy is a magic
academy YA/NA paranormal fantasy novel. Contains one strong heroine, one smoking-hot book boyfriend,
and a plethora of dragons you won't be able to get enough of!Fulfill your destiny and one-click to begin the
adventure!Ages 16+
Sea Dragon's Hunger - Rebecca Rivard 2018-03-27
Discover USA Today bestselling author Rebecca Rivard's world of dark shifters and dangerous fae... *Silver
Medal, 2019 RONE Awards (Best Paranormal Romance)* Four years ago, dolphin shifter Cassidy O'Byrne
fell hard for a sexy Latino from the Rock Run Clan. Nic was dark, brooding—and irresistible. But Nic was
keeping a secret, and in the end he left, unknowingly leaving her expecting their baby. Cassidy loves her
three-year-old daughter with everything she has. But Nic's secret makes the little girl invaluable to the fae.
When a powerful fae comes for her daughter, Cassidy takes her and runs to the only man who can save
them. Nic never expected to see Cassidy again, but he'll do anything to keep her and his daughter. He just
has to convince Cassidy to give him a second chance—and keep his newfound family safe from the fae. A
steamy second chance romance! *Crowned Heart Review ~ InD'Tale Magazine (5 stars)* NOTE: Sea
Dragon's Hunger is Book 4.5 in the Fada Shapeshifters Series. All books are standalone with an HEA, but
the stories interconnect. If you crave dark shifters, steamy romance and intense emotional storylines, this
book is for you. EXCERPT: Nic had been restless all day, and it was growing worse. His Irish mother had
been a powerful Seer. Nic couldn't see the future like his mom, but he'd learned to trust his premonitions.
Trouble was on the way. He dove into the water. The ocean was a seething mass. A wave crashed over Nic's
head. Even in his man form, he could hold his breath much longer than a human. But his animal wanted
out. Nic dove deep and let the shift take him. Energy rippled over his skin. For a few seconds, his body was
a cluster of incandescent lights—blue, purple, green—before shaping itself into the powerful body of his sea
dragon. Nic arced in and out of the waves, reveling in the slide of salt water over his skin. He had
rudimentary wings and could fly in short spurts, but the ocean was his element. A school of common
dolphins scattered at his approach, chittering anxiously to each other. In this form, Nic measured twentyfive feet from nose to tail, and he had the teeth and claws to match. Nic ignored them. He might be a halfsavage dragon, but he drew the line at eating something as intelligent as him. In the sky above, lightning
flashed, followed by a crash of thunder. Rain slashed down, pelting his dark-gold hide. He dove beneath the
waves, stopping a couple hundred feet down. Above him, the storm still raged, but this deep, the sound was
muted, the black waters calm. He glided through the midnight liquid, the premonition riding him like an
itch that couldn't be scratched, teasing at a part of him buried so deep, he could go weeks without thinking
about it. Trouble. Cassidy O'Byrne. Pain sliced through him, fresh as the day he'd left Ireland—and her. He
gritted his teeth and bore it. Then his spine prickled. His dragon was racing for the surface before his mind
caught up. Cassidy was here—and she was in danger. THE FADA. Shapeshifters created during Dionysus's
infamous bacchanals from a mix of fae, human and animal genes. They're ruthless, untamed—and when
they love, it's forever. *BEST SHIFTER SERIES of 2018 ~ PRG Reviewer's Choice Awards*
Dreaming of the Dragon Shifter - Rinelle Grey 2020-02-23
Together they can end a three hundred year war. But only if they don’t fall in love first… Jayrian is a dragon
shifter with a plan. It’s a plan that will defy the council elders and put his life at risk—but if it works, it’ll
save his clan and help end a war that’s raged for centuries. The key to making it all come together? The
sweet, shy, and all-kinds-of-adorable small town librarian he’s starting to like way more than he should.
Gretchen isn’t looking for adventure. She’s perfectly happy getting her thrills from books, thank you very
much. But when she invites the handsome mystery man she’s been crushing on at work to dinner, she
might just end up with a bigger adventure than she knows what to do with… It’s not long before Jayrian
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learns there’s more to Gretchen than meets the eye. She’s everything he ever wanted … and nothing he can
have if he wants his plan to succeed. He’s ready to give up his life for his people, but can he give up
Gretchen when the time comes?
Dragon's Fate - Eva Chase 2020-05-29
The paranormal world just can't seem to cut Ren a break. Just when she thought she could finally settle into
normal-well, relatively normal-life as the last of the dragon shifters with her four alpha mates, she finds her
people on the brink of a supernatural war. The vampires have decided all shifter kind must be
exterminated, and they've got the firepower to make good on that goal. Ren's got plenty of fire of her own,
of course. But she's only one dragon, and there are a whole lot of vampires. As she scrambles to protect all
of her kin and figure up what the heck is up with the last of her mates, she can't help suspecting this
challenge is more than she and her alphas can handle alone. The secrets buried in the dragon shifter estate
may hold the answer-but finding it will force her to question everything she thought she knew about this
new world.
Dragon Shifter's Vengeance - Danielle Mosher 2022-05-02
This is not like other shifter novels. Maggie is a sixteen-year-old dragon shifter with a huge problem: the
man who killed most of her family is still missing. Six months after her psychopathic physics teacher
murdered her grandparents, elder sister, and parents, Maggie finally gets the chance of a lifetime to heal. A
dream trip to Scotland granted to her by a relative of her therapist not only gives her the time to heal from
her emotional and physical wounds but the opportunity to find her family’s killer. With her older brother
safely hidden – even she doesn’t know where he is – she can begin to grow into someone who can avenge
her family. But it won’t be an easy journey. Her teacher is still looking for her, and with his surprisingly
crafty methods, not only has he evaded the police, but he’s learned new tricks on how to find her. As if that
was the only problem, Maggie has to try and overcome the crippling injury to her leg that she received the
same night her family died. Alongside that, she has to keep up the training her Wiccan mother, and Shifter
father taught her in order to not only avoid detection but protect the new friends she makes along the way.
A chance to move on is her hope, but she’ll take a chance of avenging her family too.
Rurik - Lauren Smith 2018-02-05
A dragon's prisoner...or his deepest desire? The fiercest of a royal line of Russian dragon shifters, Rurik
Barinov spends most days defending his family's homeland from rival clans. By night, sins of the flesh-drinking, dancing, and sex--keep his volatile warrior dragon in check. Barely. With his choice of mortal
women to bed, he has no interest in changing his bad-boy ways--until a creature of molten sex poured into a
tiny red satin dress steps into his nightclub. A jagged edge of raw desire nicks the impenetrable armor
around his heart. Charlotte MacQueen has been told since childhood to stay in school, live a normal life.
Leave the family business--hunting down dragons--to her brothers. But tonight, she's shed her chemist's lab
coat and infiltrated enemy lines to bag a dragon of her own. She never expected sexy, all-too-wicked Rurik
Barinov to capture her, body and soul--the perfect weapon to use against her brothers. Or that she'd fall for
the brave, battle-scarred dragon shifter who covets her heart like the most precious of jewels. Twilight
meets Games of Thrones in this hot new dragonshifter romance by USA Today Bestselling author Lauren
Smith!
The Inadequate Spy - Scarlett Haven 2020-01-08
Being the new girl on an all guys team is going to suck!There are Spy School agents, and there are Spy
School Royals. My family, we're the royals. I am fifth generation Spy School, the best of the best. My family
started training me while I was still in the womb. Yet, despite all the training, I'm still a disappointment to
them. Not good enough, not smart enough, not fast enough, and definitely not strong enough. Even The
Royals don't think think I'm good enough, but I'll show them. I'll prove to everybody that I'm not as weak as
they think I am. This is a full length, 80k+ word novel. The Inadequate Spy is the first book in the Spy
Academy: The Royals Series. It is a medium burn, reverse harem (RH), why choose, fast paced, action
packed, new adult (NA) spy romance. MORE IN THIS SERIES: Book 1 - The Inadequate Spy Book 2 - The
Cruel World Book 3 - The Perfect Lie Book 4 - The High Life Book 5 - The Ugly Truth MORE SERIES IN
THIS WORLD: The Spy Chronicles East Raven Academy After Spy The Zara Chronicles Spy Academy
The Dragon Kings - Kimberly Loth 2018-04-27
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Aspen doesn't know how to behave in front of the shifter dragon king.... And the consequences are deadly.
But, Aspen, never one to fear much of anything, tells him to get lost. If she knew who he was, she might act
differently. But to her, Sid is just a reminder of a past she'd rather forget. Sid won't leave Aspen alone,
because she's the one girl that might be able to help save him and the rest of the dragons. He hadn't
planned on falling love... The complete 5 book series included in this box set!
Fire Breathing Beast - Candace Ayers
*A fun, spicy, shifter romcom with fated mates and a gruff, alpha hero! Guaranteed happily ever after in
this standalone romance!* Sky Broussard has spent the last nine years of her life fighting for custody and
then raising her now teenage nephews. Between trying to make ends meet as a waitress at the Bon Temps
Café, and keeping an eye on two troublesome teens, she’s had zero time for indulging in things like
romance. No worries, she hasn’t been interested in the opposite sex for a long time. Until, she meets the
snarling, growling, hotter-that-an-inferno guy who caught her nephews trespassing on his property deep in
the Louisiana bayou. Too bad he’s off his rocker. Seriously. He thinks he’s a dragon, calls her his mate,
follows her home, and refuses to leave her side. She really should put a stop to the insanity. She really
should. Except, her libido is running on overdrive and he might be her chance to finally lose her V-card.
KEYWORDS: shifter romcom, paranormal romance, fantasy romance, comedy, humor, short, series, funny,
alpha male, romance, seduction, spicy, werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, pnr, shifter romance series, wolf
shifter, bear shifter, dragon shifter, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, steamy romance,
paranormal romance books for adults, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, ott, over the
top
The Dragon's Tattoo - Roxie Ray 2020-12-14
The clan won't let me love a human.I'm the alpha of my dragon shifter clan, and I'm bound by duty.It
doesn't matter that Skye's my fated mate. She's human.They won't accept her.I won't accept anyone
else.She was my best friend when we were young.I've loved her since I was a teenager.But I've done my
best to keep my distance, for the good of the clan.Enough. I'm the alpha now and I'm done waiting.I want
Skye as my mate. My clan will have to live with it.Anthony is not the boy who broke my heart.I haven't seen
Anthony since I was sixteen.He was my best friend, but I don't remember him being this hot.Anthony filled
out. I've been burned by relationships before, and I'm not about to fall into one with him.Especially since
we're working together. And with his track record.We have a second chance to start something we missed
out on as kids. But I'm not sure I'm ready to risk my heart again.Yet there's something about Anthony that
makes me want to take the risk.Is potential heartbreak worth it for a chance at true love?The Dragon's
Tattoo is a 65,000 word dragon shifter romance featuring fated mates who were separated young but are
ready to take a second chance at love after reuniting in the workplace.
Dragon Song - Tara West 2015-10-20
For fans of Diana Gabaldon and historical fantasy romance, this spell-binding tale of star-crossed love and
epic adventure will have you turning the pages of this complete series late into the night. Duncan
MacQuoid, dragonslayer, is no more. In his place is a tortured man seeking solace for his sins. One fateful
night he finds a woman he believes will be his salvation. Little does he know, his love for her could be his
final undoing. Fiona Firesblood, dragon-shifter and noble queen, will stop at nothing to protect her child,
even if it means she must sever the bond with her mate, Duncan MacQuoid, the one man she loves above all
others, and the one man whose past could destroy them all. Safina Firesblood, daughter of a cursed union
between dragon and dragonslayer, has grown into a young woman, a powerful dragon princess in her own
right. She’s given one chance at true love; will she risk the dragon queen’s wrath or resign herself to an
eternity of sorrow? Winner of the 2015 Grave Ells Readers' Choice Awards, Favorite Fantasy Romance
Search terms: dragon slayer, shifter romance, dragon shifter, medium burn romance, fantasy romance,
historical romance, dragon romance, epic fantasy romance, alpha male, free romance book, free books to
read and download, free novel, romance books free, romance, complete series, dragon fantasy, first in
series, Galveston Texas, Galveston hurricane, 1900 Galveston hurricane For fans of Sarah J. Maas Throne of
Glass A Court of Thorns and Roses
The Dragon Shifter's Mates - Eva Chase 2021-03-17
The last of her kind. Four hot alpha mates. A legacy of bloodshed. When Ren Landis goes looking for
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excitement on her 21st birthday, getting kidnapped is a little more than she bargained for. So is finding out
that shifters exist-and that she's one too. As the last of the dragon shifters, she's got a role to fulfill: Take
the alphas of the four shifter groups as her mates and unite all shifter kind. No pressure, right? Too bad
Ren's fate isn't as simple as getting it on with four scorching-hot men. A group of rogues is out for dragon
shifter blood, intent on finishing the massacre they started years ago. With deceitful fae and murderous
vampires thrown into the mix, the paranormal world is on the verge of catastrophe. How can a girl who's
only known she's a shifter for a week heal sixteen years of chaos? *The Dragon Shifter's Mates is a
complete steamy paranormal romance series where the heroine doesn't have to choose. Expect sexy
situations, intense action, and a quartet of alluring wolf, bear, jaguar, and eagle shifters you'll wish you
could make your mates.* This box set contains all four novels in the series-Dragon's Guard, Dragon's Tears,
Dragon's Desire, and Dragon's Fate-as well as the Christmas novella, Dragon's Joy.
Dragon's Tears - Eva Chase 2020-05-29
Discovering you may be the last dragon shifter alive-and that you're destined to take four hot alpha shifters
as your mates-can throw a girl for a bit of a loop. But now that Ren is getting her powers and her enemies
under control, her confidence is growing. A little hike into the mountains to uncover her mother's last
secret seems like no big deal with her guys by her side. Too bad life has other plans. The farther Ren goes,
the more other secrets surface. Secrets that threaten the fragile peace between the shifters and the fae.
Secrets that could destroy the bond Ren's forming with her mates. With unexpected enemies around every
corner, it'll take all her newfound strength to survive the fray.
Dragon Games - Marisa Claire 2019-05-10
Fate Brought her to the Legion Academy to Train for the Deadly Dragon Games Dragons have been
summoning riders for generations. The call is so powerful that no one can resist. The only way to stop the
calling is to trek up the treacherous Drakken Peak to confront your destiny. Dima Marren is a simple
peasant from the small village of Pithe in the Drakken Empire. Her life was never meant to amount to
anything, until she hears the Call of the Dragons. Honor and wealth await, if she can survive what's to
come. If chosen, riders must attend the Legion Academy and take part in the deadly Dragon Games--a
brutal competition designed to cull the weak. On her quest, Dima meets Arlen, a gorgeous, but infuriating
Noble Rider who reveals the truth about the academy and games. Despite hating one another, they will
need each other to survive what's to come. If she can trust him, the truth will change everything.
Dragon Blues - Ophelia Bell 2021-08-26
Even immortal dragons can have crazy exes. Belah's ex is worse than most. Three thousand years ago, she
and her old lover took their kinks just a step too far, and she's been trying to get over it ever since. The
problem is that her ex is still out there wreaking havoc on her world, while Belah spent the last three
millennia in hiding. With her race's world changing, it's time for Belah to show her face again. Finding a
new mate should be easy for a dragon as powerful as her, but "baggage" is an understatement when your
ex is your race's mortal enemy. Belah finds Lukas and Iszak North-not one, but two gorgeous, musically
talented, and especially kinky brothers from one of the dragons' sister races. The pair are perfect for Belah.
Their race of falcon shifters mate for life-one look at Belah, and both North brothers know she's their One.
The problem is they have baggage of their own, and Belah's ex is at the center of it. When Belah's old lover
decides he wants her back, she and her new mates learn there is more at stake than love, and fancy knots
and an adeptly wielded whip might not be enough to find true happiness.
Dragons Do It Dirtier - Gemma Cates
A good girl looking to get a little dirty. Taylor I’m on a quest to prevent my revirginization. My dry spell has
become a drought, and I’m this close to buying batteries in bulk at the wholesale store. But fortune smiles
upon my neglected lady parts when I meet a man who looks like a model for a gym commercial, acts like he
might have a few manners, and kisses like he can’t get enough of me. I wouldn’t have thought it would be
all that hard to convince a horny hottie to have sex with me. I would be wrong. A playboy dragon
determined to keep it in his pants. Bain I’m not looking for a mate. Not now. Maybe never. But sex? Yes,
and often. Until I meet little blonde Taylor with the perfect pink lips, the lushest peach of an ass, and a
taste for my whiskey. I want her but I can’t have her, because she’s a good girl. She deserves more than a
fling with a dirty dragon. She deserves forever, and I can’t give her that. Warning from the author: This
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book contains a sex-starved bookkeeper who’s afraid to trust her heart after her ex-fiancé smashed it into
jagged little pieces. It also contains a reluctantly honorable whisky-distilling dragon who doesn’t believe he
deserves a second chance at finding his fated mate.
Dragon's Blood - Elizabeth Rain 2020-12-21
Sadie Cross is on Vacation... No chasing baddies for two whole weeks...time with friends...a chance to be
normal and spend time with a certain Sorcerer that is driving her mad. Only old friends and new Rivals in
the alternate dimension of Wyndoor have other ideas. Something has poisoned the residents of Wyndoor
Castle and the danger is smashing through the portal and into Drae Valley at a run... It's up to Sadie and
her friends to stop the insanity and catch a madman in the making... ...before he realizes his desperate
scheme to take control and destroy all of Drae Hallow and the dimension of Wyndoor. Vacation will have to
wait as Sadie harnesses her inner dragon and more in a race against time to save friends and family on
both sides of the dimension. Careful...this book has teeth.
Bonfire Night For Flammable Dragons - Laura Greenwood
Jazz knows better than to let herself get too close to fire, even if she is a dragon shifter. When she gets
assigned to fire duty for Bonfire Night, she knows she has to do something or her secret will be revealed.
Idris can't stop thinking about the dragon he's been paired with for the bonfire. The only problem is that he
seems to have done something to make her want to avoid him, and he's determined to find out what. Can he
help Jazz stay safe from the flames? - Bonfire Night For Flammable Dragons is a light-hearted dragon
shifter academy m/f romance set at Obscure Academy. It is Jazz and Idris' complete story.
Cracked Open - T.L. Christianson 2020-08-19
Dragons, bonded mates, and irreversible decisions. After a car accident left my only parent – my father in
the hospital, I was swept away to the Dragon Born Academy by my estranged grandmother. If I had to be
there, I’d be an observer of this place with its rituals and superstitions… After all, everyone’s made it clear I
don’t belong. But then it happened…and Ashe Carrick – my impossibly irresistible bond-mate happened.
Being Cracked Open changed everything… Who I thought I was, WHAT I thought I was… DRAGON BORN.
The words alone bring to mind monsters and princesses in castles. I am the princess and the monster they
locked away. However, my story has no damsels in distress, waiting to be rescued. It’s self-rescue time, and
I’m done playing nice. “the chemistry, the romance, the anger, the betrayal just wow!... in my top 5 2020
reads!!” – Goodreads reviewer “Wonderfully written… impossible to put down.” – Goodreads reviewer
“Wow! Absolutely loved this book, cannot wait for the next in the series.” – Goodreads reviewer The Dragon
Born Academy Series: Cracked Open Over Easy Hard Boiled Frying Night Sunny Side Up For extras and
sneak peeks visit www.tlchristianson.com
Love of the Dragon - Anna Lowe 2017-11-02
Dragons, duty, destined mates, and a deadly rival...Silas Llewellyn, the last of a once-mighty dragon clan,
doesn't have time for anything but work and duty. He certainly doesn't have time for love - not with a
ruthless enemy plotting to destroy everything he holds dear. When a priceless diamond - one of the
legendary Spirit Stones - surfaces in New York, Silas knows the jewel is nothing but trouble...just like the
alluring woman who refuses to relinquish the gem.Bartender Cassandra Nichols never asked to inherit a
mysterious diamond, and she really never intended to come between two warring dragons. But with one
near-miss escape after another, she has no choice but to choose sides. Before she knows it, she's whisked
by private jet to an oceanfront estate in Hawaii for her own "protection." Is the enigmatic Mr. Llewellyn just
another billionaire dragon who thinks he can claim anything he wants? Or is there more to the soulful
stranger than meets the eye?ALOHA SHIFTERS: JEWELS of the HEART is a thrilling new series set on the
tropical shores of Maui. Each story is a page-turner packed with action, emotion, and romance! If you like
Magnum, PI and smoldering hot, alpha shapeshifters, you'll love these books!* No cliffhangers. Each story
is a standalone paranormal romance with adult content. This story features strong heroines, alpha heroes,
werewolves and shapeshifters, billionaires, military romance, paranormal suspense, action-adventure
romance, fantasy romance, and exotic, tropical locales! *
Dragon's Desire - Eva Chase 2020-05-29
Ren is finally getting used to the idea that she's the last dragon shifter alive-destined to take four alpha
shifters as her mates and unite all shifter kind-when more trouble looms on the horizon. The rogue group
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that slaughtered her family is still out for blood, and they don't care who they hurt along the way. Ren and
her mates set out to quash the rebellion once and for all. But the rogues have allies in unexpected places,
startling enough to shake Ren's resolve. Throw in a challenger hoping to wrench the position of alpha from
one of her guys, and this dragon shifter has reached her limit. How can a girl who's only known she's a
shifter for three weeks heal sixteen years of chaos?
Tempting the Dragon King - Kiersten Fay 2020-05-22
From USA Today bestselling author Kiersten Fay comes this smoldering-hot tale of a lethally seductive
dragon king and the beautiful earthling he cannot resist. On his way to reestablish an old alliance, Tristan
Okora, king of the dragon shifters, discovers a beautiful human female aboard an enemy vessel. He offers
his protection until she can be safely returned to Earth. But the more time he spends with Juniper Jacobs,
the faster he falls for the little mortal. Meanwhile, amidst the trouble brewing in his kingdom—a terrible
rumor that threatens his crown—Tristan must make a difficult decision; accept an arranged marriage with a
neighboring princess, or risk everything for the beguiling human. TEMPTING THE DRAGON KING is the
first book in this Shadow Quest spin-off series, focusing on dragon shifters and witches, but there are
plenty of cameos from the original series. About the Dragon Lords series USA Today bestselling author
Kiersten Fay introduces this steamy new scifi paranormal romance series with dragon shifters, alpha males,
beguiling witches, and strong female leads. Dragon Lords is a spinoff of Kiersten’s beloved Shadow Quest
series and exists in the same world, but each book can be read as a stand alone. Filled with action,
adventure, steamy hot romance, and suspense, Dragon Lords will suck you in and keep you reading far past
your bedtime. If you enjoy authors like Kresley Cole, Gena Showalter, and Laura Adrian, you will love
Kiersten Fay's Dragon Lords series. Kiersten's other books consist of demons and vampires and every other
supernatural creature you could imagine. She loves writing bad boys, enemies to lovers, and fantasy
romance, all with strong heroines with a feisty edge.
Delayed Admission - Heather Renee 2019-06-20
Some secrets are better kept.To Raegan Keyes, she's the only one of her kind but has no idea what she is.
Until one night, when she finds out her unexplainable abilities aren't the only thing she needs to worry
about. Suddenly, her world becomes much bigger than she ever could have dreamed.When a mysterious
man named Enzo arrives, too striking to be human, Raegan learns she's not as alone as she believed. As
more secrets are revealed, she's swept off to an academy for others like her thousands of miles away from
home by a complete stranger whom she'd rather stab than travel with.As tension builds between Raegan
and Enzo, she begins to find her purpose as she settles into her new existence alongside elves, witches,
vampires, and shifters. With a group of new friends, she's finally feeling alive again. That is until something
sinister comes along, once more throwing her life into mayhem.
Dragon Scarred - Kellie McAllen 2019-05-11
Will her obsession with dragons uncover a truth she's not ready for? No one believed me, but I know what I
saw. Before he disappeared, my brother turned into a dragon. They call me crazy, say I'm lost in a fantasy
world. Maybe I'm a little obsessed. I've spent my entire life searching for answers, but the truth is bigger
than I ever imagined. Dragons are real, and so are all the other creatures you only hear about in legends.
I've found where they hide. I don't know why I'm so drawn to the fire-breathing monster who saved my life.
The answer might be more than I can handle. In my quest to uncover the truth, have I put us all at risk?
Fans of Seraphina by Rachel Hartman, Firelight by Sophie Jordan, and The Dragon Kings by Kimberly Loth
will love DRAGON SCARRED. Scroll up and one click to get your copy of this thrilling, teen shifter romance
today!
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon - Grace Lin 2009-07-01
This stunning fantasy inspired by Chinese folklore is a companion novel to Starry River of the Sky and the
New York Times bestselling and National Book Award finalist When the Sea Turned to Silver In the valley of
Fruitless mountain, a young girl named Minli lives in a ramshackle hut with her parents. In the evenings,
her father regales her with old folktales of the Jade Dragon and the Old Man on the Moon, who knows the
answers to all of life's questions. Inspired by these stories, Minli sets off on an extraordinary journey to find
the Old Man on the Moon to ask him how she can change her family's fortune. She encounters an assorted
cast of characters and magical creatures along the way, including a dragon who accompanies her on her
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quest for the ultimate answer. Grace Lin, author of the beloved Year of the Dog and Year of the Rat returns
with a wondrous story of adventure, faith, and friendship. A fantasy crossed with Chinese folklore, Where
the Mountain Meets the Moon is a timeless story reminiscent of The Wizard of Oz and Kelly Barnhill's The
Girl Who Drank the Moon. Her beautiful illustrations, printed in full-color, accompany the text throughout.
Once again, she has created a charming, engaging book for young readers.
The Dragon's Fate - Roxie Ray 2020-12-14
I don't need a mate to complicate my life.Just because I recognize that Brianna is my fated mate doesn't
mean I have to accept it.If she rejects me, I'll be free. Easy enough.But every second we're apart feels like
my soul is being shredded. Literally.When the bond goes away, I'll never have another shot at a mate.I
thought I didn't want one.But Brianna is like no woman I've ever known.She's strong, loving, and an
amazing single mom.Far too good for the playboy dragon I've been all my life. She needs protection from
her ex, and I can't stand to see her and her daughter in danger.Is my dragon ready to be tamed?I'll do what
it takes to keep my daughter safe.Jace isn't a guy I can count on.Not when I'm raising my daughter on my
own, and I still have the scars my ex-husband gave me.Jace may be able to scare off my ex, but he has
trouble written all over him.I should keep away, but when he turns on the charm I melt. My heart is telling
me he's the one.Can I risk it all when I know just how bad things can get?The Dragon's Fate is a 70,000
word dragon romance featuring a guarded single mom who's been hurt before and a playboy dragon who's
about to find out what it means to be a mate.
Ghost Academy - E C Farrell 2020-01-03
When I wake up at Locklear Academy, I have no memory of how I got here... or any memories at all. Oh,
yeah, and did I mention that I'm dead? If I ever want to pass on, I'm going to have to recover my past.
Easier said than done. But Locklear, aka Ghost Academy, specializes in helping spirits take care of their
unfinished business. There are just a few problems. First, the X-ers, an extremist group whose main goal is
to forcibly send ghosts like me into the great whatever beyond, painfully and without that sense of peace
we crave. Then there's the polter-ghost who has been following me around since I got here. But my biggest
distraction comes in the form of Rafe: a fox shifter with the most adorable dimples, carrying around way
more guilt than any ghost deserves. Maybe I shouldn't have a crush in the afterlife, but I'm dead, not blind.
As my memories start to resurface, so do the threats from the X-ers. The clock is ticking and every moment
I'm here becomes more dangerous. Not just because of the X-ers, but because the more time I spend with
Rafe, the less I want to move on.Ghost Academy is a YA paranormal academy / urban fantasy that will
contribute to your reading related insomnia. This is book one of the Ghost Academy Duology and a spin off
of Blakemore Academy.
Claimed by the Dragons - Cara Wylde 2018-08-07
Beautiful, innocent Delyse has been waiting for three years to be claimed by her dragon-shifter husband,
Eric Drekinn. Eric's Beta, Viggo, bought her for his Alpha, but now they are both waiting for the next solar
eclipse, when the ancient dragon will rise from his long hibernation. Unfortunately, Delyse finds it hard to
wait patiently when the charming, handsome Viggo is just within arm's reach. Before she knows it, she falls
madly in love with him. It's wrong, it's forbidden. She belongs to Eric, and she doesn't even know if Viggo
feels the same. When Eric Drekinn rises from his deep sleep, his young bride is there to offer herself to him.
He's afraid to love again, but Delyse is everything he could wish for. Then, he starts suspecting there might
be something more than friendship between his bride and his Beta, and he isn't sure how to react. On the
one hand, Delyse belongs to him. On the other hand, Viggo is his best friend. Eric's choice will surprise both
Delyse and Viggo.
Dragon Pearl - Yoon Ha Lee 2019-01-15
Rick Riordan Presents Yoon Ha Lee's space opera about thirteen-year-old Min, who comes from a long line
of fox spirits. But you'd never know it by looking at her. To keep the family safe, Min's mother insists that
none of them use any fox-magic, such as Charm or shape-shifting. They must appear human at all times.
Min feels hemmed in by the household rules and resents the endless chores, the cousins who crowd her,
and the aunties who judge her. She would like nothing more than to escape Jinju, her neglected, dustridden, and impoverished planet. She's counting the days until she can follow her older brother, Jun, into
the Space Forces and see more of the Thousand Worlds. When word arrives that Jun is suspected of leaving
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his post to go in search of the Dragon Pearl, Min knows that something is wrong. Jun would never desert
his battle cruiser, even for a mystical object rumored to have tremendous power. She decides to run away
to find him and clear his name. Min's quest will have her meeting gamblers, pirates, and vengeful ghosts. It
will involve deception, lies, and sabotage. She will be forced to use more fox-magic than ever before, and to
rely on all of her cleverness and bravery. The outcome may not be what she had hoped, but it has the
potential to exceed her wildest dreams. This sci-fi adventure with the underpinnings of Korean mythology
will transport you to a world far beyond your imagination.
Advanced Dragon Studies - L.C. Mawson 2020-10-01
Post-grad might have been a little late for starting my magical education, but I was determined to prove
myself. No matter the cost. I don’t know if they thought they were protecting me, or if they just never
thought that they belonged, but my parents always kept me at the edges of the magical community, not
letting me access my magic until I turned twenty-one. Now I only have one chance - my post-grad course at
Ember Academy for Magical Beings - to prove that I’m enough of a dragon to truly belong, even if my old
friend/crush who I thought would help me get used to this new world is ignoring me, my one fellow dragon
classmate seems to think I’m beneath him, and my mermaid roommate wants me gone as fast as possible.
Learning enough in one year to prove myself isn’t going to be easy, but ever since my initiation, I’ve started
dreaming of a man claiming to be a Great Dragon, who can teach me and lend me his power. I’m not sure
that I can trust him, or if he’s even real, but can I really prove myself without his help? ADVANCED
DRAGON STUDIES is the first book in the Ember Academy for Magical Beings New Adult slow-burn
Reverse Harem Urban Fantasy Academy series. If you love bisexual heroines struggling to find their place
in their world, dragon-related mysteries, and magical universities, you’ll love this latest fast-paced series in
L.C. Mawson’s Snowverse.
My Fallen Dragon - C G Rayne 2021-03-04
A blizzard, a completely bare man with the body of a god bleeding in your back yard...wait, what? After
waking up to one of the worst snow storms his state has seen in years, Julian Warren expects to see a news
report about business and school closures, not the earthshattering news of a mysterious island appearing in
the Atlantic seemingly overnight and footage of what looks like a dragon straight out of myth circling said
island. Adding to the madness, when a crash in his back yard leads Julian to discover a gorgeous man
without a stitch on, bleeding, and with steam rising from his skin, he finds that he suddenly has an injured
dragon shifter in need of shelter and care. The problem? Hiding the dragon's existence from a government
currently freaking out about dragon sightings compounded by a mountain suddenly appearing in Julian's
city would likely lead to a life sentence in prison. Oh, and Julian just may have a teensy crush on his
unwitting guest that he thinks would never in a million years be reciprocated... Crashing hard into a cold
sea of white is definitely not dragon shifter Sevek's finest moment. Finding himself at the mercy of a Terran
man within a world that has been slowly bleeding into his own for centuries, one his king's scholars had
been warning him to not get too close to is even worse. Sevek's only priority should be to find a way back to
his people without revealing his true nature to the Terrans, yet he can't ignore the desires Julian awakens
within him, desires he hasn't felt in years. Courting a mate that could betray him to the Terran military at
any moment is beyond stupid, but it could be equally stupid to pass up the gift of a mate fate has offered
them both. Can a dragon and a human make a relationship work, or will the fear of an uncertain future for
both Sevek and the human world at large tear them apart? This is a complete m/m paranormal romance
story with a HEA.It contains several scorching-hot scenes and mature language.
The Dragon's Reluctant Sacrifice - Ines Johnson 2020-08-30
Diagnosed with an incurable disease, she thought her life was over. When she is sacrificed to a dragon, she
learns it has only just begun... The day Chrysanthemum Jones goes to exact revenge on the man responsible
for her sister’s death is the day she knows will be her last. Instead, she finds herself stolen away to another
dimension and sacrificed to a real live dragon. Rather than a cave full of gold, this dragon’s lair is a
throwback to the 1980's complete with pixelated video games, unwound VHS tapes, and animal print
spandex. And the mythical creature in question is totally more sex on a stick than Smaug. Schweet! As one
of the last dragon shifters beyond the Veil, Corun is desperate to control the beast inside of him. The only
thing guaranteed to keep the dragon under control is the surrender of a human female. But sacrificial
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fae and many other supernatural creatures. MORE IN THIS SERIES: Book 1: The New Girl Book 2: The
Lost Girl Book 3: The Forever Girl (coming soon) MORE SERIES IN THIS WORLD: Shifter Academy Dragon
Shifter Academy Tiger Shifter Chronicles Elite Academy Elemental Academy
Havoc at Prescott High - C. M. Stunich 2020-11-16

offerings have been in short supply since his realm was cut off from Earth -something or other about
women's liberation? So when a sacrifice turns up on his doorstep, Corun should be elated. But as totally
tubular as Chryssie’s curves are, her health is fragile and he fears she wouldn’t survive the claiming that
would soothe his beast. Death has never bothered Chryssie. With an incurable, hereditary disease, she's
been prepared to die her whole life. Now she has a chance to lose her V card and birth dragon babies
before she goes? Talk about bad ass exits. Count her in! She just needs to get her sexy dragon shifter on
board and in bed. As Corun becomes more attached to his sassy little human, his beast roars that Chryssie
is his and pushes to claim her. If he doesn’t claim her and soothe the beast inside of him, he will become
stuck in dragon form for the rest of his life. However, if he does claim her, the birth of his offspring could
be the last day of her life. If you love alpha male shifters, fated mates, and steamy romance with a touch of
80’s nostalgia, then you don’t want to miss The Last Dragons series!
The New Girl - Scarlett Haven 2019-09-27
I'm just trying to survive Shifter Academy. Meeting four gorgeous men wasn't part of the plan. I've been
locked away my whole life, because my alpha thinks that I'm an embarrassment. I'm the runt of my panther
pride--not good enough, not strong enough, and different than everybody else. Then I get the letter. Shifter
Academy says that my enrollment is mandatory. This is the chance I've been waiting for. Once and for all, I
will prove that just because I'm a runt doesn't mean I'm not strong. I'm going to Shifter Academy, and not
even my alpha can stop me. The New Girl is the first book in the Shifter Academy: United Series. It is a
slow burn, reverse harem (RH), why choose, fast paced, action packed, young adult (YA) paranormal
romance. This book follows Layla, an eighteen-year-old panther shifter, through her senior year at Shifter
Academy against the will of her alpha. Her story takes place in a world filled with different types of shifters,
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Shadow Thief - Eva Chase 2020-07-22
One sassy pyromaniac thief, three sexy-as-sin monsters, and a paranormal conspiracy of epic proportions. It
was an ordinary job. Another night, another asshole collector of the supernatural. I free some poor little
beasties from their cages, pocket a few trinkets to pay my bills, and burn the place down on my way out.
Just call me the Robin Hood of monster emancipation. I didn't count on three manly monsters following me
home like lost puppies. Stunningly hot lost puppies, but still. Now I've got a seductively cheeky incubus, a
sweetly enthusiastic demon, and a grimly stoic angel camped out in my kitchen. They're determined to
repay me for my help, and they won't get out of my apartment until they're satisfied we're even. To be fair,
they've got no place else to go. A covert band of hunters captured their boss, and the trail is ice-cold. I'll
lend a hand if it means I can send them packing... and when it looks like we're up against the same creeps
who murdered the person I loved most, you'd better believe I'm all in. Track down the baddies. Steal back
the boss. Don't get killed along the way. Oh, and maybe hook up with a monstrous hottie or two. Piece of
cake. I'm so going to regret this. *Shadow Thief is the first book in a new urban fantasy series from
bestselling author Eva Chase. If you love kickass heroines with sass to spare, drool-worthy monsters who
have their own sense of morality, and steamy romances where there'll be no choosing required, dive in
now!*
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